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Abstract. This paper presents an efficient attack that, in the standard
IND-CCA2 attack model plus a one-time single-bit fault, recovers the
NTRU-HRSS session key. This type of fault is expected to occur for many
users through natural DRAM bit flips. In a multi-target IND-CCA2
attack model plus a one-time single-bit fault, the attack recovers every
NTRU-HRSS session key that was encapsulated to the targeted public
key before the fault. Software carrying out the full multi-target attack,
using a simulated fault, is provided for verification. This paper also
explains how a change in NTRU-HRSS in 2019 enabled this attack.
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Introduction

In 2016, the call for submissions for the NIST Post-Quantum Cryptography
Standardization Project [78] said that NIST intends to standardize “one or
more schemes that enable existentially unforgeable digital signatures with
respect to an adaptive chosen message attack” and “one or more schemes that
enable ‘semantically secure’ encryption or key encapsulation with respect to
adaptive chosen ciphertext attack”—in other words, signature systems providing
EUF-CMA security, and PKEs or KEMs providing IND-CCA2 security.
The EUF-CMA game allows the attacker to call an oracle that signs arbitrary
messages; the only restriction is that the attacker does not win the game if
the attacker’s forged message was specifically provided as input to the oracle.
This work was funded by the Intel Crypto Frontiers Research Center; by the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation) as part
of the Excellence Strategy of the German Federal and State Governments—EXC
2092 CASA—390781972 “Cyber Security in the Age of Large-Scale Adversaries”;
by the U.S. National Science Foundation under grant 1913167; by the Taiwan’s
Executive Yuan Data Safety and Talent Cultivation Project (AS-KPQ-109-DSTCP);
and by the Cisco University Research Program. “Any opinions, findings, and
conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the
author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science
Foundation” (or other funding agencies). Permanent ID of this document:
662cf4ad8f5bff33ae4d71d56051a656d8a62e48. Date: 2022.10.25.
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Similarly, the IND-CCA2 game for KEMs allows the attacker to call an oracle
that decapsulates arbitrary messages, although the attacker does not win the
game if the oracle was used specifically to decapsulate the target message.
An application providing such powerful oracles is thoroughly flawed and
should not be used. But applications do sign and decapsulate some messages,
providing some of the same information. Aiming merely for security in
the absence of such oracles would then be a disaster, as illustrated by
Bleichenbacher’s million-message attack [24], which was demonstrated against
real HTTPS servers and played an important role in ensuring attention to
chosen-ciphertext attacks. See also [25] demonstrating continued exploitability
of essentially the same attack against some servers two decades later.
Sometimes the literature suggests that it suffices to aim for security against
the oracles provided by applications.3 But this would be an evaluation nightmare.
One would have to check all the different ways that applications handle
signatures and decapsulations, consider how this can change in the future, and
then evaluate whether a cryptographic system is secure in all of these contexts.
So the community asks for EUF-CMA signature systems and for IND-CCA2
KEMs, rather than for something weaker.4
The literature often presents a simpler justification for stronger security
models: namely, the blanket statement that it is always better (e.g., “more
conservative”) to ask for security in stronger models.5 This blanket statement
goes far beyond saying that it is better to ask for IND-CCA2 than for IND-CPA:
it also implies that any proposal to replace IND-CCA2 with stronger model M1
should be accepted, and then any proposal to replace M1 with a stronger model
M2 should be accepted, and so on. This is its own form of evaluation nightmare.
The critical question to ask is how to manage the risk of real-world security
failures so as to best protect real users from attack. The answer cannot be to
devote more and more security-analysis resources to more and more obscure
risks: time taken chasing a neverending series of academic targets is time taken
away from ensuring more important security properties. This does not imply,
however, that the right answer is to stop with EUF-CMA and IND-CCA2.
3

4

5

See, e.g., [77]: “We conclude that the CNS attack is a concern for the ISO 9796-2
signature scheme with partial message recovery in environments where the attacker
is capable of obtaining the signatures of a significant number (e.g., one million) of
chosen messages. In environments where the attacker is not capable of obtaining
these signatures, the CNS attack is not a concern.”
Exception: In the context of protocols that use the cryptosystem key just once, such
as the SIGMA approach to secure sessions, the literature often encourages targeting
merely IND-CPA. See [60] for a recent example. On the other hand, it is a mistake
from a systems-security perspective to give users (1) a cryptosystem designed for
IND-CCA2 and (2) a non-IND-CCA2 cryptosystem designed merely for IND-CPA.
As [71] put it: “CPA vs CCA security is a subtle and dangerous distinction, and if
we’re going to invest in a post-quantum primitive, better it not be fragile.”
Occasionally exceptions are made for security notions proven to be unachievable.
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1.1. Fragility. Beyond EUF-CMA security and IND-CCA2 security, NIST’s
call for submissions said that “additional security properties . . . would be
desirable”. Let’s focus on the last item in NIST’s list:
A final desirable, although ill-defined, property is resistance to misuse.
Schemes should ideally not fail catastrophically due to isolated coding
errors, random number generator malfunctions, nonce reuse, keypair
reuse (for ephemeral-only encryption/key establishment) etc.
In 2018, a catastrophic failure was reported in Dilithium because of an
isolated coding error in the official Dilithium software. Specifically, the software
generated random values incorrectly, reusing randomness at a place where the
specification instead generated new randomness; [75] announced that this “reuse
of randomness can easily be exploited to recover the secret key”. Evidently
Dilithium fails to provide “resistance to misuse”.
On the other hand, it is difficult to imagine how any scheme could prevent
“isolated coding errors” from causing catastrophic failures,6 never mind all the
other forms of potential “misuse”. Did NIST have some reason to think that
“resistance to misuse” could be achieved?
Perhaps the intent was not to ask the yes-no question of whether one can
construct a misuse scenario, but rather the tricky risk-assessment question of
how likely it is for people to make mistakes that will cause a scheme to fail. It
could be that other cryptographic systems are more failure-prone than Dilithium,
and that the official Dilithium software was simply unlucky.
It is not easy to evaluate such a complicated, open-ended security “property”.
The lack of a clear definition violates the following Katz–Lindell [68] statement:
“One of the key intellectual contributions of modern cryptography has been
the realization that formal definitions of security are essential prerequisites for
the design, usage, or study of any cryptographic primitive or protocol.” It is
also easy to see how an attacker can use this “property” as a tool to attack
cryptosystem-selection processes, promoting weaker cryptosystems by selectively
objecting to stronger cryptosystems.7
6

7

A standard could insist that implementors take a majority vote of three independent
implementations, but experience shows that there are correlations among errors from
different implementors. Furthermore, a coding error could replace the majority vote
with taking just the result of the first implementation, or an implementor could
“misuse” the scheme by taking just one implementation; either way, a coding error in
that implementation could cause disaster even if other implementations are perfect.
In its latest report [2], NIST criticized Classic McEliece for a “misuse scenario” where
“reusing the same error vector when encapsulating for multiple public keys” would
damage security—even though (1) there have been no examples of this scenario
occurring for Classic McEliece, (2) the official Classic McEliece software has always
used RNGs correctly, and (3) no encapsulation mechanism is safe against external
RNG failures. Meanwhile none of NIST’s reports criticized Dilithium for the “misuse
scenario” of reusing randomness inside a single signature—even though (1) this
scenario occurred in the official Dilithium software, (2) this destroyed the security
of that software, and (3) the problem was in that software, not in an external RNG.
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The literature nevertheless provides clear reasons to believe that some
cryptographic systems are more failure-prone than others. For example, for
ECDH systems that transmit curve points in affine coordinates (x, y), there
are endless reports (e.g., [21]) of implementations that fail to check whether the
incoming point is on the curve, and that are easily breakable as a result. This
attack is structurally eliminated by ECDH systems that (as in [8] and [9]) choose
twist-secure curves and transmit merely x.
Presumably there are also ways to adjust post-quantum design decisions to
reduce the chance of implementation failures. It is important to keep in mind
here that there is far less evidence available today regarding post-quantum
implementation failures than regarding pre-quantum implementation failures,
and the general difficulty of evaluating implementation security means that
claims of security improvements need to be investigated carefully before they
are used for making decisions. This is not a reason to avoid study of the topic.
1.2. Natural DRAM faults. In 2009, Schroeder, Pinheiro, and Weber [93]
reported the results of a 2006–2008 study of failure rates in the DRAM in “the
majority of machines in Google’s fleet”. The observed failure rates were “25,000
to 70,000 errors per billion device hours per Mbit”.
Conventional SECDED ECC DRAM encodes 64 bits of logical data in 72 bits
of physical DRAM, using a distance-4 linear error-correcting code.8 “SECDED”
here means “single-error correcting, double-error detecting”, and “ECC” means
“error-correcting code”. In particular, SECDED ECC DRAM corrects any single
bit flip, while reporting the correction to the operating system. Some computer
buyers make sure to buy SECDED ECC DRAM; this is also how the study
from [93] collected data.
However, most computing devices today simply store 64 bits of logical data in
64 bits of physical DRAM. Any single physical bit flip is then a logical bit flip,
directly corrupting data, with no warning to the user. For example, flipping a
single bit in DRAM can silently convert the ASCII letters “NTRU” to “NTRW”.
Consider a reasonably popular cryptosystem that, worldwide, has a billion
active 256-bit keys stored in DRAM without SECDED. An extrapolation from
the error rates reported in [93] suggests that between 50000 and 140000 of those
keys will have a bit flipped each year.9 This is frequent enough to mandate
investigation of the security consequences.
8

9

This 12.5% overhead is not the best that can be done. The overhead of a distance-4
error-correcting code, such as an extended Hamming code, drops as the dimension
increases. DRAM today is normally accessed in 512-bit blocks (“lines”), larger than
the 64-bit blocks conventionally used for SECDED. A 512-bit line encoded as 528
bits can be stored as 16 bits on each chip in a 33-chip module, which in principle
should cost just 3.125% more than a 32-chip module; and 523 bits are enough to
encode 512 bits with SECDED, as noted in, e.g., [104].
Presumably this is an underestimate of the error rate: one would not expect average
user devices to be as reliable as Google’s air-conditioned, systematically monitored,
frequently replaced servers.
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1.3. Contributions of this paper. This paper shows that, in the IND-CCA2
attack model augmented to include a one-time flip of one bit stored by the
legitimate user, NTRU-HRSS is devastatingly insecure: there is an efficient
attack that recovers the NTRU-HRSS session key. In a multi-target IND-CCA2
attack model similarly augmented to include a one-time single-bit fault, the
same attack efficiently recovers all of the NTRU-HRSS session keys that were
encapsulated to the targeted public key before the fault.
Section 4.2 presents the full multi-target attack. For verification, as a
supplement to this paper, attack software is provided that carries out the
multi-target attack against the official NTRU-HRSS software, using a simulation
of the required fault. See Section 2 for a comparison to previous fault attacks.
Section 4.3 formulates analogous fault attacks against Streamlined NTRU
Prime and Classic McEliece, and explains why both of those attacks are blocked
by plaintext confirmation, a CCA defense already built into the CCA conversions
inside those cryptosystems. (This should not be interpreted as a claim that
Streamlined NTRU Prime and Classic McEliece are immune to all fault attacks.)
See Section 3 for a survey of chosen-ciphertext attacks and defenses.
Interestingly, NTRU-HRSS had included the same CCA defense in its original
design, but then removed the defense on the basis of papers claiming to have
proven that the defense was not necessary. See Section 4.4. Those papers were
considering a more limited attack model.
1.4. Acknowledgments. This paper is inspired by a series of discussions with
Tanja Lange regarding IND-CCA2 attacks and defenses. In particular, Lange
pointed out plaintext confirmation as a countermeasure to fault attacks.

2

Fault attacks

This section explains how this paper’s fault attack fits into the broader literature
on fault attacks.
A fault is like a software bug or a hardware bug in that it complicates analyses
of computer behavior: it violates the implicit assumption that each computation
is being carried out correctly. As a further complication, a fault is like a physical
side channel in that it comes from physical effects whose boundaries are hard to
formalize and analyze. Even if a system is secure in the absence of faults, the
attacker can hope that the system becomes breakable when faults occur.
2.1. A generic fault attack. If one wants to skip the complications of
analyzing physical effects—or if one believes the blanket statement that it is
better to ask for security in stronger models; see Section 1—then one might
hypothesize that the attacker has the power to induce arbitrary faults in
computations. Under this hypothesis, the following generic fault attack extracts
the internal secrets from any computation whose output is visible to the attacker.
View the computation as an unrolled circuit consisting of NAND gates, and
consider a NAND gate a, b 7→ 1 − ab producing output at the end of the
computation. If the output is 0 then a = b = 1. Otherwise the attack deduces
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a, b by re-running the computation with a bit-flip fault on a and then with a
bit-flip fault on b. The attack now knows the inputs to the NAND gate.
The attack then targets the inputs to an earlier NAND gate that produced
a, while using a set-to-1 fault to force b = 1 so that changes in a are visible as
changes in the output 1 − ab. Set-to-1 faults can also be used in place of the
bit-flip faults in the previous paragraph.
The attack proceeds upwards in the same way through each gate to extract the
entire internal state of the computation. The number of runs of the computation
is Θ(n) where n is the circuit size. Each run uses O(d) faults to ensure that the
targeted bit is visible in the output, where d ≤ n is the circuit depth.
Internal checks in the computation, such as verifying signatures before
releasing them, do nothing to stop this attack: checks are just like any other
computation in succumbing to faults. Randomizing the computation simply
requires the attacker to apply further faults to zero the randomness. Destroying
the device after 1000 computations requires keeping track of the number of
computations; the attacker can apply faults to zero that number. Destroying the
device after one computation does not need a counter but still requires triggering
a self-destruct mechanism; the attacker can apply faults to clear the trigger.
2.2. Specializing, optimizing, and demonstrating the generic fault
attack. A typical fault attack in the literature can be viewed as (1) specializing
the generic attack from Section 2.1 to a particular target and (2) optimizing the
specialized attack so that the attacker does not need to induce as many faults.
The resulting attacks vary in how many faults they use and in how precisely
targeted those faults are.
Sometimes fault-attack papers include real-world demonstrations that one can
produce the necessary faults by, e.g., heating a circuit, firing lasers at the circuit,
etc.; see, e.g., [34]. Sometimes faults can be induced by software; see, e.g., [94].
For most attacks, one cannot reasonably expect the requisite faults to occur
naturally. One can try to stop these attacks by cutting off data flow that
the attacker might be able to use to induce faults in the legitimate user’s
computation. This includes keeping the attacker physically away from the device,
and constraining software behavior so as to avoid faults.
2.3. Natural-fault attacks. Occasionally a fault attack relies on such a small
number of faults that one can expect naturally occurring physical effects to
produce the requisite faults. Eliminating the attacker’s ability to induce faults
does nothing to stop an attack of this type. The classic example, pointed out by
Boneh, Demillo, and Lipton [27], is as follows.10
10

As a different example of using just one fault, consider the IND-CCA2 game for
KEMs. The attacker is free to send a ciphertext with one bit flipped, and to inspect
the resulting session key; now simply hypothesize that a fault flips the bit back at
the beginning of decapsulation. One reason that this is a less satisfactory example
than [27] is that it requires a specific fault to occur during a narrow window of time,
while a fault in a stored secret key at any moment—something more likely to occur
naturally—opens up the attack of [27].
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The job of an RSA signer is to compute an eth root s of h modulo pq, where
(pq, e) is the public key and h is a hash of the message being signed. This
is the same as computing s = hd mod pq for a suitable decryption exponent
d. “RSA-CRT”, the usual speed-oriented choice of RSA signature algorithm,
computes an eth root sp of h modulo p as hdp mod p where dp = d mod (p − 1),
computes an eth root sq of h modulo q, and combines sp with sq to obtain s.
Now say the signer signs the same message again, but this time there is a fault
in the computation of sp —anything that changes the output; e.g., a bit flip in
dp . The resulting signature S will then be the same as the correct signature s
modulo q but not modulo p, and the attacker can compute q as gcd{S − s, pq}.
A variant by Lenstra [72] is to compute q as gcd{S e − h, pq}. This variant
assumes that the attacker also sees the message m being signed, but avoids the
need for multiple signatures of m, so the attack works with passive observation
of objects that are normally sent in the clear, namely messages and signatures.
One of the countermeasures suggested in [27] is to check signatures before
releasing them. In real-world RSA, the exponent e is chosen to be small, so the
check adds very little to the cost of signing. But typical RSA descriptions do not
include this check, and typical tests of RSA software do not detect the check, so
it is easy to imagine RSA software being deployed without the check.
Sullivan–Sippe–Heninger–Wustrow [96] announced in 2022 that they had
exploited faults to extract “private RSA keys associated with a top-10 Alexa site”
and “browser-trusted wildcard certificates for organizations that used a popular
VPN product”. [96, Section 5.3] found some hosts producing bad signatures
for months, suggesting that faults “are persistent: disk corruption or memory
corruption affecting the private key.” Other faults were transient; perhaps a
secret key was copied from disk to DRAM, then a bit flipped in DRAM, and
then the same DRAM was reused for other data, wiping out the flipped bit. On
the other hand, [96] reported unsuccessfully trying some possibilities for flipped
bits. Another hypothesis noted in [96] is “failing hardware”.
2.4. Algorithm dependence in natural-fault attacks. At the time of [27],
the primary RSA specification was PKCS #1 v1.5, released in 1993. Secret keys
were specified to have the following components (see [66, Section 7.2]): the public
key n; the encryption exponent e; the decryption exponent d; the secret primes
p and q; the integers dp and dq ; and the inverse of q modulo p. There are many
ways to double-check these secret keys so as to detect flipped bits: check whether
n matches pq, check whether dp matches d mod (p − 1), check whether ed is 1
modulo p − 1, etc. With more work one can correct flipped bits (and also correct
any errors that might occur inside the signing computation).
Consequently, the fault attack from [27] was an attack against some
algorithms computing the specified signing function. Stopping the attack
required changing commonly used algorithms (for example, to check signatures
as mentioned above), but did not require a new specification of the signing
function,11 new test vectors, etc.
11

Perhaps the signing function could have been changed to reduce the chance of
problems—see Section 1.1—but this is a separate issue.
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As another example of algorithm dependence in natural-fault attacks, consider
the following three versions of the Ed25519 signature system:
• In standard Ed25519 (see [63]), the secret key is a 32-byte string that is
hashed to obtain (1) a secret scalar and (2) another secret that is hashed
together with the message to obtain a nonce. Any bit flip in the stored
secret key will produce completely different hash output, leading to garbage
signatures of no evident value for the attacker.
• In the most commonly used variant of Ed25519, the secret key is 64 bytes:
the same 32-byte string as above, plus a copy of the 32-byte public key.
With the simplest signing algorithm, a fault in these 64 bytes will leak the
secret key. This is an algorithm-dependent attack; a signing algorithm that
double-checks the secret scalar against the public key will detect the fault.
• A more efficient fault-attack countermeasure incorporates another 32 bytes
of randomness into the input to the hash producing the nonce, without the
cost of checking the public key. This variant of Ed25519 was considered in,
e.g., [11] and (as a fault-attack countermeasure) [85, Section 8].
To summarize, the availability of fault attacks is sensitive to details of (1) the
cryptosystem at hand and (2) the algorithms used for that cryptosystem.
2.5. Comparison. Like the attack from [27] against RSA-CRT, this paper’s
attack against NTRU-HRSS works if a single bit is flipped in a stored secret key,
an event that will occur naturally for some users.
Unlike the attack from [27], this paper’s attack has the further feature of
being algorithm-independent: it works against any algorithm that computes
the specified function of the secret key. The NTRU-HRSS secret key does not
contain any data that a decapsulation algorithm can use to detect the fault
exploited in this paper’s attack. This paper’s attack against NTRU-HRSS is
thus a decapsulation-algorithm-independent natural-fault attack.
A disadvantage of this paper’s attack (compared to the attack from [27] with
the improvement of [72]) is that it is active. The attack takes full advantage of
the flexibility of the attack model: for each target ciphertext, the attack sends
some modified versions of the ciphertext before and after the fault occurs, and
sees some information about the resulting session keys. Hopefully the application
does not actually provide so much flexibility to the attacker. On the other hand,
the rationale for asking for IND-CCA2 security (see Section 1), rather than
investigating whether IND-CCA2 security is overkill for applications, applies
with equal force when one extends the IND-CCA2 attack model to include a
natural fault. It is interesting that the IND-CCA2 security of NTRU-HRSS is
so fragile in the presence of natural faults.
Another disadvantage of this paper’s attack is that it is recovering only session
keys, not Alice’s secret key. On the other hand, the reason an attacker wants
to recover Alice’s secret key is to be able to recover all session keys; this attack
recovers all session keys that were communicated before the fault.
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2.6. The cold-boot argument against error correction. The literature on
cold-boot DRAM attacks often uses redundancy in stored data to correct flipped
bits; see, e.g., [49, Section 5]. This is occasionally used as an argument that secret
data should be stored in maximally compressed format; see, e.g., [49, Section 8,
“suggested countermeasures”, including “avoiding precomputation”]. The same
argument implies that users should not include redundancy in data to detect
and correct errors, and in particular should not use SECDED ECC DRAM; [49,
Section 3.4] says “ECC memory could turn out to help the attacker”.
However, users who avoid SECDED ECC DRAM are exposed to a large class
of hard-to-analyze correctness risks and security risks that they would otherwise
have avoided. Meanwhile it is clear that well-executed cold-boot DRAM attacks
rarely encounter errors in the first place (see, e.g., [49, Table 2, “no errors”
entries]) and are thus not stopped by attempts to avoid redundancy.
Encrypting DRAM, using a key stored in better-protected hardware, is
a simpler and much more convincing defense to cold-boot DRAM attacks.
Encrypting DRAM is also compatible with SECDED ECC DRAM and other
protections against faults.

3

Chosen-ciphertext attacks and defenses

This section surveys the general structure of chosen-ciphertext attacks against
code-based and lattice-based systems, and of various cryptosystem features that
seem to interfere with these attacks. Beware that the literature often overstates
the extent to which (some of) these features are known to interfere with these
attacks; see Section 4.4.
The round-3 versions of NTRU-HRSS, Streamlined NTRU Prime, and Classic
McEliece are used as running examples, abbreviated ntruhrss, sntrup, and
mceliece respectively. Table 3.1 summarizes the features of these cryptosystems.
3.2. Ciphertext structure. Throughout this section, Bob’s ciphertext has the
form B = bG + d, where G is Alice’s public key and b, d are secrets, in particular
with d chosen to be small. The choice of letters here is as in [12, Section 8],
unifying notation between ECDH, “noisy DH” lattice-based and code-based
systems, and further lattice-based and code-based systems.
The mceliece description uses an optimized ciphertext structure due to
Niederreiter: simply He, where H is the public key and e is small. However,
H internally consists of two parts, an identity matrix and another matrix Q, so
He can be written as e1 + Qe2 . This is, modulo transposition and relabeling,
again a ciphertext of the form bG + d.
3.3. Decryption. Alice uses her private key to recover b and d. Let’s assume
at the outset that this recovery process is labeled as a PKE returning plaintext
(b, d).
The original McEliece system [76] instead viewed b as the plaintext—not
required to be small—and d as something chosen randomly in encryption. The
original NTRU system [52] instead viewed d as the plaintext and b as something
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feature (see main body for definitions)
mceliece sntrup ntruhrss
hashing the plaintext
yes
yes
yes
rigidity
yes
yes
yes
no decryption failures
yes
yes
yes
plaintext confirmation
yes
yes
no
implicit rejection
yes
yes
yes
hashing the ciphertext
yes
yes
no
limited ciphertext space beyond small plaintext
no
yes
no
limited plaintext space beyond small plaintext
no
no
no
no derandomization
yes
yes
yes

Table 3.1. Cryptosystem features that seem to (but do not necessarily) interfere
with chosen-ciphertext attacks. The mceliece, sntrup, and ntruhrss columns indicate
whether the features appear in Classic McEliece, Streamlined NTRU Prime, and
NTRU-HRSS respectively. All entries are for the round-3 versions of mceliece, sntrup,
and ntruhrss; implicit rejection appeared in sntrup and ntruhrss in 2019, while
plaintext confirmation was removed from ntruhrss in 2019.

chosen randomly in encryption. A 1996 NTRU handout [53, Section 4.2] had
also considered a deterministic PKE with (b, d) as the plaintext—although this
handout was not put online until 2016, after deterministic NTRU PKEs had
already been recommended in, e.g., [10].
Linear algebra easily recovers b from bG (assuming G is public and injective),
but recovering b from a noisy multiple bG + d is conjectured to be hard
(for appropriate choices of parameters). This conjecture is often described
as conjectured hardness of the “LPN”, “LWE”, “Ring-LPN”, “Ring-LWE”,
“Module-LPN”, or “Module-LWE” problems (again for appropriate choices
of parameters), where the choice of name depends on various details of the
algebraic structure containing G. These problems, in turn, are typically claimed
to have been introduced in various 21st-century papers. However, the original
McEliece [76] and NTRU [52, Section 3] papers had already analyzed the cost
of various algorithms for the cases of LPN and Ring-LWE that matter for those
cryptosystems, so it is wrong to credit those problems to subsequent papers.
There is some value in generalizing the problems (for example, to study other
cryptosystems), but credit for the general problems has to include credit to the
cases considered earlier.
The rest of this paper ignores the possibility of recovering (b, d) purely from
(G, bG + d), and instead focuses on the extra power of chosen-ciphertext attacks.
3.4. Exploiting linearity for chosen-ciphertext attacks. Given the linear
structure of a ciphertext B = bG + d and the definition of IND-CCA2 security,12
the obvious attack sends a modified B 0 = B + δ = bG + d + δ for some small
nonzero δ. The attacker hopes that the decryption process successfully returns
12

Beware that there are several slightly different definitions of IND-CCA2 security for
PKEs. See generally [7].
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(b, d + δ), at which point the attacker simply subtracts δ and wins. The attacker
chooses δ to be small because decryption does not work for arbitrarily large d.
For example, a mceliece decoder requires (b, d) to have a specific Hamming
weight. The attacker chooses a random weight-2 vector δ, a vector of the form
(0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0). There is then a good chance that (b, d + δ) has
the right weight, meaning that decryption returns (b, d + δ). Various features
described below are included in mceliece to stop this attack.
In the same example, the attacker can, more generally, choose B 0 = B +βG+δ
where β, δ have total weight 2. To simplify notation, the comments below focus
mainly on B 0 = B + δ, but similar comments apply to B 0 = B + βG + δ.
3.5. Feature 0: hashing the plaintext. As a preliminary step in limiting the
information provided to chosen-ciphertext attacks, let’s switch from a PKE to a
KEM that hashes the plaintext.
Specifically, let’s define encapsulation to choose the input (b, d) randomly (not
necessarily uniformly; other distributions can be more convenient), and let’s
define decapsulation to return a hash H(b, d). The attacker sending B + δ and
receiving H(b, d + δ) has no obvious way to reconstruct or otherwise recognize
H(b, d), unless the hash function H is remarkably weak.
Let’s assume from now on that the goal is to build a KEM that resists
chosen-ciphertext attacks. This was the target for most encryption submissions
to the NIST Post-Quantum Cryptography Standardization Project, and in
particular is the target for ntruhrss, sntrup, and mceliece. Internally, each of
these KEMs is built from a PKE that produces ciphertext bG + d and recovers
(b, d), or something equivalent to (b, d), during decryption.
Generic transformations convert any KEM into various other cryptographic
objects. For example, in the paper [95] that introduced the KEM abstraction
(and specifically KEMs that hash the plaintext), Shoup built a PKE handling
variable-length user messages by using a KEM to encapsulate a session key and
then using symmetric cryptography to encrypt user data under that key.
There are arguments against using KEMs. For example, the literature explains
how to build a variable-length PKE with smaller ciphertexts by encoding some of
the user data inside the input to a fixed-length PKE: in particular, encoding some
user data inside (b, d). The usual approach is to take some randomness and some
user data, apply an “all-or-nothing transform” (see generally [91]), and encode
the result as (b, d); decryption reverses these steps. However, the space savings
seems less important than the simplification of independently analyzing a KEM
layer. All-or-nothing transforms might still be useful inside KEM designs; see
Section 3.14 below.
3.6. Probing the boundaries of successful decryption. Hashing by itself
does not stop chosen-ciphertext attacks. The main issue is that the attacker
sending B + δ does not always receive a hash of (b, d + δ). Sometimes d + δ is too
large to be decoded successfully, and then decapsulation returns a failure report
instead of a hash.
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The pattern of successes and failures is valuable information for the attacker.
For example, consider again the mceliece decoder, which works exactly when
(b, d) has a specific weight. If adding δ = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Fn2 to
d preserves weight then exactly one of the two 1 positions must match a position
set in d. Seeing enough such δ quickly reveals all of the positions in d. One can
try to accelerate this by using each failing δ as a statistical indication that both
1 positions are likely to be unset in d, but the attack works quickly in any case.
This attack against the original McEliece system was introduced by Hall,
Goldberg, and Schneier in [50] and by Verheul, Doumen, and van Tilborg in
[101] (which says it was submitted in 1998, before [50] appeared). To be more
precise, this is essentially the attack in [101, Section 4]; the attacks in [50,
Section 2] and [101, Section 3] are variants that assume that the decoder works
when d has at most a specific weight.
As another example, ntruhrss chooses d ∈ Z[x]/(xn − 1) as x − 1 times
a polynomial T with coefficients in {−1, 0, 1}, and checks the same condition
during decapsulation. Adding δ = 2(x−1) changes T to T +2, which works when
the constant coefficient of T is −1 and seems very unlikely to work otherwise;
adding δ = −2(x − 1) works when the constant coefficient of T is 1; adding
δ = 2x(x − 1) works when the next coefficient of T is −1; etc.
3.7. Probing as an attack against the secret key. Failure patterns have
further consequences for PKEs that are not rigid. Non-rigidity means that the
specified decryption function can successfully decrypt multiple ciphertexts to the
same plaintext.
For example, recall that the original NTRU system has just d as a plaintext,
with b chosen randomly in encryption. A closer look at the system reveals that
decrypting B + βG for small β has a good chance of producing d—there are
multiple ciphertexts that produce the same plaintext—and then the resulting
session key is exactly the legitimate user’s session key, breaking IND-CCA2.
Even worse, the pattern of successes and failures for small β reveals the secret
key. Here the attacker does not need to see any information about the session
keys except for knowing which B + βG succeeded and which failed. This paper
suppresses details of this attack, aside from noting that it is easiest for the
attacker to begin with a known (b, d). Attacks of this type against NTRU were
published by Hoffstein–Silverman [54] and Jaulmes–Joux [62]; variants include
[45], [38], [40], [17], [4], [39], [59], [81], [22], [88], [105], and [89].
An analogous problem occurs for PKEs that have decryption failures, meaning
that the specified decryption function will sometimes fail to decrypt a legitimate
ciphertext to the original plaintext. For example, the original NTRU system
had a noticeable frequency of decryption failures, and this was exploited
by Howgrave-Graham, Nguyen, Pointcheval, Proos, Silverman, Singer, and
Whyte [56] to recover the secret key.
3.8. Feature 1: rigidity. The first step in limiting the power of probing is
to choose a rigid PKE, so that multiple ciphertexts cannot produce the same
plaintext. It is easy to convert any deterministic PKE into a rigid PKE by
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modifying decryption to reencrypt the plaintext and to check the result against
the ciphertext. This is the Fujisaki–Okamoto [46] transform in the case of
deterministic PKEs.
All of ntruhrss, sntrup, and mceliece are designed as rigid PKEs starting
from deterministic PKEs, although not always with an obvious step of
reencrypting via the encryption procedure:
• Simple facts about error-correcting codes are used inside mceliece to
accelerate the reencryption procedure. The resulting algorithm uses,
asymptotically, an essentially linear number of operations, and avoids storage
of the public key inside the private key.13
• For ntruhrss, the reencryption procedure is optimized to share a
multiplication with the original decryption algorithm.
• For sntrup, the original decryption algorithm automatically avoids the
analogous multiplication (since d is chosen by rounding), and reencryption
simply calls the same procedure as encryption.
What matters for this feature is not whether there is a visible reencryption step,
but whether the resulting PKE is rigid; this is why Table 3.1 lists “rigidity”
rather than “reencryption”.
3.9. Feature 2: no decryption failures. The second step in limiting the
power of probing is to choose a PKE where the specified decryption function
always recovers the original plaintext from the corresponding ciphertext. There
are no decryption failures in ntruhrss, sntrup, and mceliece.
Note that “no decryption failures” refers to decryption failures for ciphertexts
obtained from the encryption algorithm. Decryption can still fail for other
ciphertexts created by the attacker.
If a rigid PKE has no decryption failures then it decrypts exactly the
ciphertexts bG+d for a key-independent set of valid plaintexts (b, d). An attacker
replacing B = bG + d with B 0 = B + βG + δ will obtain a valid ciphertext if
(b+β, d+δ) is in the same key-independent set, and presumably will not obtain a
valid ciphertext if (b+β, d+δ) is not in this key-independent set. Otherwise some
valid (b0 , d0 ) 6= (b + β, d + δ) has B 0 = b0 G + d0 , i.e., (b + β − b0 )G + (d + δ − d0 ) = 0;
but it is supposed to be hard for the attacker to find small nonzero s, t such that
sG + t = 0. Taking large β or large δ seems even less useful.
In short, there is no obvious way for the attacker to find (β, δ) where failures
will provide any information about the secret key. In the absence of such
information, the secret key is protected against the attack of Section 3.7.
However, the attacker can still target the legitimate user’s plaintext (b, d) via
the attack from Section 3.6. This is addressed in Section 3.10.
13

See generally [14, Section 8]. Even better, the usual decoding algorithm inside
mceliece is shown in [14, Section 7] to be rigid even without reencryption. However,
[14, Section 8.4] recommends reencryption for robustness.
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3.10. Feature 3: plaintext confirmation. The third step in limiting the
power of probing is to replace the ciphertext B with (B, H 0 (b, d)), where H 0 is
another hash function, and to check H 0 (b, d) on decryption. This transformation
was published by Dent [37, Table 4] and is now known as plaintext confirmation.
The point of plaintext confirmation is to prevent the attacker from modifying
a ciphertext for the legitimate user’s secret (b, d) into a ciphertext for (b, d + δ).
The attacker can replace B with B+δ, but has no obvious way to replace H 0 (b, d)
with H 0 (b, d + δ) without first finding (b, d). If the attacker knew (b, d) then the
attacker could compute the session key H(b, d) without bothering to carry out
a chosen-ciphertext attack. An attacker can still choose (b, d) and modify the
resulting ciphertext to try to attack the secret key, but this is addressed by a
rigid PKE without decryption failures; see Section 3.9.
Typically H and H 0 are both chosen as a cryptographic hash function applied
to separate input spaces: H(b, d) = F (1, b, d) and H 0 (b, d) = F (2, b, d). An
alternative is to choose H and H 0 as the left and right halves of the output
of a cryptographic hash function: F (b, d) = (H(b, d), H 0 (b, d)). Obviously one
must not select H 0 as H, or as any other function whose outputs reveal the H
outputs on the same inputs; see [6] for examples of attacks against real proposals
where H and H 0 were not adequately separated.
3.11. Feature 4: implicit rejection. An alternative to plaintext confirmation
is “implicit rejection”. This means replacing any failure output for a ciphertext
B with a string H(r, B), where r is a random string, part of Alice’s secret key.
The idea is that replacing the failures with random garbage hides the pattern
of successfully modified ciphertexts. The attacker sees H(b, d+δ) in success cases
and H(r, B + δ) in failure cases, and—without knowing (b, d) in advance—has
no way to distinguish these situations.
For comparison, plaintext confirmation stops the attacker’s B + δ from being
a valid ciphertext. These features are compatible: one can use implicit rejection
to hide the pattern of successes, and use plaintext confirmation to limit the
attacker’s ability to create a pattern of successes in the first place.
With implicit rejection, care is required to avoid leaking the pattern of failures
through timing. A typical approach starts with B, computes (b, d) in constant
time along with a bit indicating failure, computes H(r, B), computes H(b, d),
and uses the bit to select either H(r, B) or H(b, d) in constant time.
More generally, one can replace any failure output with R(B), where R is
a secretly keyed function producing output of the same length as the normal
hash outputs H(b, d). Well-studied message-authentication codes are faster than
general-purpose hash functions.
Implicit rejection was introduced by Persichetti [86] in the McEliece context,
and generalized by Hofheinz–Hövelmanns–Kiltz [55].
3.12. Feature 5: hashing the ciphertext. Instead of choosing the session
key as H(b, d), one can choose it as H(b, d, B) where B is the ciphertext. If an
attacker-chosen B + δ decrypts to the same (b, d) then the resulting session key
H(b, d, B + δ) will be different from H(b, d, B).
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This extra hash input hides any collisions produced by decryption. For
comparison, reencryption creates rigidity, preventing any collisions from
appearing in the first place. These features are compatible. Note the analogy to
implicit rejection hiding the pattern of successfully modified ciphertexts while
plaintext confirmation eliminates those ciphertexts.
For implementors, a convenient feature of using H(b, d, B) for a valid session
key and H(r, B) for implicit rejection is that one can easily merge the hash
calls if r has the same length as (b, d). Security analysis is slightly easier if a
valid session key uses H(1, b, d, B) and implicit rejection uses H(0, r, B); this
still allows the same merging.
Hofheinz–Hövelmanns–Kiltz [55] observed that ciphertext hashing changed
what they could prove regarding security. See [19, Appendix A.5] for an example
of a broken cryptosystem that seems to be rescued by ciphertext hashing.
3.13. Feature 6: limited ciphertext space. Another way to reduce the
attacker’s ability to modify ciphertexts is to force legitimate ciphertexts bG + d
to be in a constrained set checked by Alice.
For example, sntrup chooses b randomly, and then rounds each entry of bG
to the nearest multiple of 3 to obtain B = bG + d; each entry of d is −1 or 0 or 1.
The ciphertext format enforces the multiple-of-3 rule, so an attacker’s modified
ciphertexts also have to follow this rule.
An advantage of constraining ciphertexts via the ciphertext format is that this
constraint does not rely on Alice’s decapsulation algorithm. This does not mean
that the constraint is as effective as other defenses. Typically such ciphertext
constraints are presented as a way to reduce the use of randomness and reduce
ciphertext sizes; there is very little cryptanalytic literature considering the extent
to which these constraints interfere with chosen-ciphertext attacks.14
Here is another example of constraining the set of ciphertexts. Recall that
McEliece’s original cryptosystem has ciphertexts bG + d where b is arbitrary and
d is small. To constrain bG + d to a linear subspace V , first choose a small d and
then find, by linear algebra, b for which bG + d ∈ V . It is easy to select V so
that b always exists and is unique, and it is easy to show that these constrained
ciphertexts bG + d are equivalent to Niederreiter’s ciphertexts.
As noted above, Niederreiter’s ciphertexts can also be viewed as having the
form bG + d, where different variables are now labeled as b, d, G, and where (b, d)
is required to be small. One could further constrain bG + d to a limited subspace
by choosing b randomly and then finding a small d for which bG + d is in that
subspace; this means solving a decoding problem for that subspace.
In Table 3.1, “limited ciphertext space beyond small plaintext” means that
bG + d is constrained beyond requiring small (b, d), so mceliece’s use of
14

Given recent misinformation regarding rounding, it seems necessary to emphasize
that the cryptanalytic question here is whether rounding is stronger than adding
random errors: this attack avenue obviously works against random errors, whereas
analysis is required of the extent to which the attack avenue is blocked by
rounding. See also [90], which finds that rounding complicates side-channel-assisted
chosen-ciphertext attacks.
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Niederreiter’s ciphertexts does not qualify, whereas further constraining bG + d
as in the previous paragraph would qualify.
3.14. Feature 7: limited plaintext space. One last way to reduce the
attacker’s ability to modify ciphertexts is to limit the space of plaintexts (b, d).
In the standard attacks, the attacker is choosing (β, δ) so that the target
plaintext (b, d) has a noticeable chance of (b + β, d + δ) also being a plaintext.
Constraining the plaintext space can reduce this chance to something negligible.
Typically there is a reasonably efficient way to compress (b, d) into an s-bit
string where the number N of choices of (b, d) is not far below 2s . Normally
N , and therefore 2s , is much larger than 2256 . A standard way to sample from
a “structureless” set of s-bit strings is as follows: start with a 256-bit string,
zero-pad to s bits, and then apply an all-or-nothing transform.15 One can then
try decompressing the resulting s-bit string to (b, d); if this fails then one can
try again with a new 256-bit string. Unless there is some surprising interaction
between the all-or-nothing transform and the compression mechanism, each try
will succeed with probability approximately N/2s , and one can statistically check
this with experiments.
Alice, upon decrypting a ciphertext to obtain (b, d), compresses (b, d) to s bits,
inverts the all-or-nothing transform, and checks for the zero-padding. Defining
hashes in terms of the 256-bit string instead of (b, d) forces implementations
to invert the all-or-nothing transform, although one still has to worry that
implementations will skip the zero-padding check.
An alternative way to limit the plaintext space is as follows. Take any
algorithm to randomly generate (b, d), and compose it with any cryptographic
random-number generator producing the necessary bits of randomness from a
256-bit seed. This is generally hard to invert, but one can transmit, as part of
the ciphertext, the seed encrypted under a hash of (b, d).
Because of various patent issues that remain unresolved at the time of
this writing,16 I’m currently limiting time spent investigating Kyber [3] and
other cryptosystems in the GAM/LPR family. However, it is interesting to
note that this family relies on the seed approach for another reason, namely
“derandomization”. Care is required here regarding security: my paper [13]
gives examples of cryptosystems where derandomization loses about 100 bits
of security, and the impact of derandomization on GAM/LPR systems requires
cryptanalysis. None of ntruhrss, sntrup, and mceliece have this issue. This is
reported in the “no derandomization” line in Table 3.1.
15
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Presumably an all-or-nothing transform is overkill here, since most of the structure
in the plaintext (b, d) is not easy to see in ciphertexts bG + d. It would be
interesting to identify the relevant security properties of plaintext sets, and to
optimize construction algorithms and recognition algorithms for secure sets.
See, e.g., [2, page 18]: “If the agreements are not executed by the end of 2022, NIST
may consider selecting NTRU instead of Kyber.” There are also various relevant
patents that do not seem to be considered in [2], such as CN107566121A.
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The NTRU-HRSS attack

This section presents this paper’s attack against ntruhrss, and describes an
accompanying software package attackntrw [16] that successfully carries out
the attack against existing ntruhrss software with a simulated fault.
This section also presents analogous attacks against sntrup and mceliece,
and explains why these attacks are blocked by the plaintext confirmation built
into sntrup and mceliece. This section continues by reviewing how “provable
security” led ntruhrss to remove plaintext confirmation, and concludes by
evaluating possible countermeasures to protect ntruhrss.
4.1. Attack model. The model considered here is the standard IND-CCA2
attack model for KEMs, plus a one-time bit flip at a uniform random position
inside Alice’s stored secret key. “One time” means that there is a time at which a
bit flips—and then the bit stays flipped, not magically returning to its previous
value. The attacker can carry out many chosen-ciphertext queries to the original
secret key before the bit flip and to the new secret key after the bit flip.
The attack below requires the bit flip to occur within 256 specific bits inside
Alice’s secret key. This does not occur with probability 1, but it does occur with
noticeable probability, namely 256/z, where the secret key has z bits. In the real
world, one expects a fault in these 256 bits to naturally occur for the fraction
of users described in Section 1.2. Note that padding the secret key, increasing z,
would not reduce the number of users affected, although it would reduce 256/z.
It is easy to see that one can achieve security in this model (unlike the more
general fault-attack models reviewed in Section 2) if and only if one can achieve
standard IND-CCA2 security without faults: simply change the secret-key format
to include error correction, for example with a distance-3 Hamming code or
a distance-4 extended Hamming code, and apply an error-correcting decoder
inside the decapsulation algorithm. However, a KEM that lacks this feature in
its secret-key format might be breakable in this model whether or not it is
IND-CCA2. The attack below shows that ntruhrss is breakable in this model.
The attack is actually stated for multi-target IND-CCA2 (plus a one-time bit
flip), but readers not familiar with multi-target IND-CCA2 can freely focus on
the case of a single target ciphertext.
A weaker starting attack model than IND-CCA2 would suffice for this attack.
What the attack needs to see is simply whether specified pairs of session keys
are identical within the attacker-chosen ciphertexts.
4.2. Attack details. The available ntruhrss software supports one parameter
set, namely ntruhrss701. The following description focuses on ntruhrss701.
Eve sees Alice’s ntruhrss701 public key G and any number of legitimate
ciphertexts B1 , B2 , . . . . These are elements of the ring (Z/8192)[x]/(x701 − 1),
encoded as strings. The attackntrw software uses the official nturhrss701
software17 to generate a public key and 10 target ciphertexts.
17

Officially, NTRU-HRSS has three software releases and a development repository.
Software release 1, via PQClean, was eliminated by PQClean in July 2022 [67] since
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For each j, Eve sends Alice various modified versions (described below)
of the legitimate ciphertext Bj , and observes the resulting session keys, as
allowed by the (multi-target) IND-CCA2 attack model. To ensure that there
is no cheating, the attackntrw software carries out decapsulation via an
alice_oracle function that (1) aborts if the input matches any of B1 , B2 , . . .
and otherwise (2) calls the official ntruhrss701 software.
A fault then occurs, flipping a bit anywhere inside the implicit-rejection key
from Section 3.11, the random string r stored inside the secret key.18 The
attackntrw software simulates such a fault by flipping the next-to-bottom bit
of the last byte of Alice’s secret key; this bit happens to be inside r, and flipping
any other bit inside r would also work.
Eve then sends the same modified ciphertexts to Alice, observes the resulting
session keys, and performs a simple calculation (described below) to extract the
secrets bj , dj inside each ciphertext Bj = bj G + dj . The attackntrw software
performs this calculation and verifies that the session keys computed by the
attack match the session keys obtained from the official ntruhrss701 software.
Eve’s modified versions of Bj have the form Bj +2(x−1)xe and Bj −2(x−1)xe
for 0 ≤ e < 701, so overall there are 1402 modifications of each ciphertext. One
could try to improve this—for example, just 701 modifications would identify
about 1/3 of the coefficients of the relevant secret and limit the other 2/3
to just two values, presumably enough information to make a lattice attack
feasible—but attackntrw is already very fast with 1402 modifications.
The point of these modifications is that, as noted in Section 3.6, dj has the
form (x−1)Tj where Tj has coefficients in {−1, 0, 1}, and the modified ciphertext
Bj ± 2(x − 1)xe = bj G + dj ± 2(x − 1)xe will decrypt successfully19 when Tj ± 2xe
has coefficients in {−1, 0, 1}, i.e., when the coefficient of xe in Tj is ∓1, whereas
it cannot be expected to decrypt successfully otherwise.
Without the fault, the pattern of decryption failures would be hidden by
implicit rejection. However, with the fault, a decryption failure is immediately
visible as a ciphertext producing a different session key before and after the fault:
it would be astonishing if changing a bit in r produced a hash collision! Eve sees
these mismatches, reconstructs Tj and thus dj , and follows the relevant steps in
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NTRU is “no longer under consideration by NIST”, even though, as noted above,
[2] says “NIST may consider selecting NTRU instead of Kyber”. Software release
2, via BoringSSL, is of the ntruhrss variant used in the CECPQ2 post-quantum
deployment experiments in Google Chrome; this is “not compatible” with the
NTRU-HRSS specification, although the reported reason for this—a different choice
of hash function—should not matter for this paper. Software release 3, via the
SUPERCOP [18] benchmarking framework, is what attackntrw uses.
Faults could also flip other bits of the secret key, or—in a broader model—bits of
code, intermediate bits in computations, etc. This paper is analyzing the impact of
faults in r; again, this should not be interpreted as making security claims regarding
arbitrary fault attacks.
Exception: The multi-target IND-CCA2 attack model will also prevent successful
decryption if a modified ciphertext happens to collide with another legitimate
ciphertext. However, such collisions are so rare that they can safely be ignored.
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the decapsulation algorithm to reconstruct bj and the corresponding session key,
completely breaking ntruhrss in this attack model.
To recap: ntruhrss relies critically on implicit rejection for (conjecturally)
achieving IND-CCA2, but implicit rejection is fragile, losing security when a
natural fault occurs.
4.3. How plaintext confirmation stops analogous mceliece and sntrup
attacks. A valid mceliece ciphertext has the form B = bG + d where (b, d)
has a specific Hamming weight. An analogous chosen-ciphertext attack replaces
B with B + βG + δ, where (β, δ) is chosen by the attacker to have a good
chance of having the right Hamming weight of (b + β, d + δ), as in Section 3.4.
The attacker again detects whether implicit rejection has occurred by checking
whether a session key is the same before and after a fault.
Similarly, a valid sntrup ciphertext has the form bG + d where (b, d) has
coefficients in {−1, 0, 1} and b has a specific Hamming weight. An analogous
chosen-ciphertext attack replaces B with B + βG + δ where (β, δ) are chosen
by the attacker to have a good chance of still having coefficients in {−1, 0, 1} in
(b + β, d + δ) and the right Hamming weight for b + β; e.g., take β = 0 and set
exactly one coefficient in δ to 1 to detect whether that coefficient of d is 1.
However, for both mceliece and sntrup, the ciphertext also includes plaintext
confirmation, another hash of (b, d). As in Section 3.10, the attacker has no way
to replace this with a hash of (b + β, d + δ). So all of the modified ciphertexts
are (implicitly) rejected, eliminating the information that the attack needs.
For sntrup, there is an independent reason that the attack does not work as
stated: see Section 3.13. However, there could be workarounds for the attacker.
Plaintext confirmation makes much more obvious that the attack fails.
4.4. How proofs led ntruhrss to remove plaintext confirmation. The
original version of ntruhrss in 2017 included plaintext confirmation, as did the
ntruhrss submission to round 1 of the NIST competition: see [57, Algorithm 6,
“e2 ”] and [58, Section 1.10.4, “qrom_hash”]. However, the ntruhrss submission
to round 2 of the NIST competition in 2019 removed plaintext confirmation. It
is interesting to look at why.
The reason for original ntruhrss and round-1 ntruhrss to include plaintext
confirmation was not that plaintext confirmation interferes with attacks, but
rather that plaintext confirmation seemed necessary for certain types of proofs.
This distinction became important later.
Saito, Xagawa, and Yamakawa [92] proposed a modification of round-1
ntruhrss, writing in [92, Section 1.2] that “the obtained KEM is CCA secure
in the QROM” under a specific assumption. The modification was designed to
be as simple as possible to support the underlying QROM proof; the proof
relied on implicit rejection but not on plaintext confirmation; consequently, the
modification did not include plaintext confirmation.
The round-2 ntruhrss submission [35, page 24] said that the KEM from [92]
“has a tight security reduction in the ROM and avoids the plaintext-confirmation
hash”, along with having “a tight reduction in the QROM”. The round-2
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ntruhrss KEM is the KEM from [92] plus some further changes that are not
relevant here. For comparison, previous versions of ntruhrss had appealed to
the QROM proofs from [98], which assumed plaintext confirmation.
To summarize: Why did ntruhrss end up deciding that it was not useful
to spend ciphertext space on plaintext confirmation? Answer: because plaintext
confirmation turned out to be unnecessary for various types of proofs. But this
paper shows that even a one-time single-bit fault is enough to break the proofs!
The practice of eliminating any cryptosystem features not needed for proofs
is common in cryptography—but not universal. The possibility of plaintext
confirmation stopping attacks not stopped by implicit rejection was noted in [19,
Section 17]: implicit rejection and plaintext confirmation “target different aspects
of attacks”, so it is “difficult to justify a recommendation against the dual-defense
construction”. More broadly, Koblitz wrote the following in [69, page 977]:
“Anyone working in cryptography should think very carefully before dropping
a validation step that had been put in to prevent security problems. Certainly
someone with Krawczyk’s experience and expertise would never have made such
a blunder if he hadn’t been over-confident because of his ‘proof’ of security.” The
“proof” critiqued in [69] was erroneous, but the same danger appears when a
correct proof is in a model too narrow to capture real-world attacks.
4.5. Countermeasures for NTRU-HRSS. Any algorithm computing the
specified ntruhrss decapsulation function will be vulnerable to the same attack.
There is nothing in the secret-key format that the algorithm can use to
detect that r has had a fault: r is simply 256 bits of randomness generated
independently of the rest of the secret key.20 The fault converts a valid secret
key into another valid secret key.
Consequently, to stop this attack, implementors have to use a cryptosystem
that is not the currently specified ntruhrss cryptosystem. Perhaps the simplest
approach is to switch to another secret-key format that makes bit flips detectable
or even correctable; see, e.g., the generic use of Hamming codes in Section 4.1.
Implementors can also replace the specified decapsulation function with a
more complicated stateful function that tries to detect attack patterns and to
limit the exposure of each ciphertext. One approach is to maintain a database
of previously seen values of d and reject nearby values, and similarly for b;
but this could be a serious performance problem if “nearby” is too generous,
and could allow attacks if “nearby” is too strict. An alternative is to maintain a
database of ciphertexts and reject any repeated ciphertexts (modulo any “benign
malleability” allowed by the cryptosystem), if this is suitable for the application.
See [54, Section 2] for further stateful approaches. All of these approaches
complicate the data flow and raise denial-of-service questions.
More options are available for implementors willing to break interoperability
with ntruhrss ciphertexts; see Section 3. Plaintext confirmation is an obvious
20

For comparison, the specified mceliece secret-key format already includes a 256-bit
seed that can be double-checked against the rest of the secret key. This seed was
specified to allow compression, but implementors can reuse it for double-checks of
whether various faults have occurred.
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choice. Limiting the ciphertext space or plaintext space could help, but this
needs analysis. Hashing the ciphertext does not help: the attack detects failing
ciphertexts by seeing that a fault changes the results for the same ciphertext.
4.6. Whose responsibility is error correction? Let’s assume that there’s
an objective of changing the secret-key format, specifically encoding the secret
key using a distance-4 extended Hamming code. This fixes natural bit flips
anywhere in the secret key, not just in r, so it is attractive whether or not
there is plaintext confirmation.
There’s still a question of who should encode the secret key. Should the
ntruhrss specification be updated to specify an encoded secret-key format? Or
should applications encode secret keys, and much more data, to protect all of that
data against bit flips? Or should the operating system build error correction into
paging mechanisms, and continually sweep through pages to check for errors?
Or should the hardware apply error correction to all data stored in DRAM?
The attack relies on all of these layers failing to act. Note that the fact that
there are multiple layers that can act gives each layer an excuse not to act,
especially when nobody is responsible for the security of the system as a whole.
One could respond that any layer that can take action should do so: the
ntruhrss designers can specify error correction, so they should; applications
can correct errors, so they should; the operating system can correct errors, so
it should; and the hardware can correct errors, so it should. These layers can
share specifications, and to some extent implementations, of the error-correction
mechanisms. But this nevertheless means added complications at each layer.
Surely a simpler, more easily reviewed system can address the problem at hand,
the same way that twist-security and x-coordinates address the ECDH security
problem mentioned in Section 1.1 without the complications of implementations
having to check point validity.
SECDED ECC DRAM handles DRAM bit flips in a way that is measurable
and seems robust. Unfortunately, computer manufacturers appear to have used
the minor costs of SECDED ECC DRAM for market segmentation, in much
the same way that 19th-century railroad companies installed a roof on some
train cars for market segmentation; see generally [80, Section 3]. Perhaps DDR5
“on-die ECC”—which tries to catch DRAM errors, although it does not protect
data in transit to the CPU—will eventually put an end to the non-ECC era, but
non-ECC equipment will continue to be in use for many years.
It is clear that many options require software for error correction. As another
supplement to this paper, I have released a libsecded software library [15] that
encodes arrays in RAM using a distance-4 Hamming code. However, this paper
does not draw conclusions regarding the optimal way forward.
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